ZEUS EXOPSIOS(?)
nNE is grateful to Professor Vanderpool for his careful re-examination and
publication of the curious boundary marker of a Zeus-shrine, Agora I 5983.1
He has made it clear that in the last letter of the inscription all that can be seen to
have been deliberately cut by human hand is a Y. Thus the fourth line, which gives
apparently an uncompleted epithet of Zeus, appears as E_OY. But one may still
doubt whether the completion of the word as Exopsios, an acceptable epithet of Zeus,
ought to be rejected out of hand, unless a convincing alternative is proposed.
The stone was left incomplete, for some unknown reason. The cutter stopped
abruptly in the middle of his work; and it is not impossible that he left not only the
inscription but even a particular letter unfinished (though in the case of Y one would
expect him to cut the vertical stroke first). Alternatively, if the mark on the stone
between the arms of the Y is a flaw or pock-mark and not the upper part of the
vertical of a Y, then the cutter may have been prevented by it from completing the
stroke, or else he may have thought of it as roughly incorporated in the letter.
No convincing restoration of Eeovhas been put forward. The possibility that it is
in fact k ovihas been considered,2but no plausible completionof the relative clause has
been found, and in any case there is hardly space for it on this stone. Vanderpool
tentatively suggests Exousios, with reference to the power or authority of Zeus.
Unfortunately E'eomknos is used elsewhere, by Philo, meaning " deprived of one's
property"; and in any case Eeovorta seems somehow inappropriate for Zeus, too
formal and limited for his supreme power.
Exopsios was first suggested by A. B. Cook himself,4 and is surely not only
possible but appropriate if the shrine was so situated and so arranged that the god
" looked out " over the city. The word is not found elsewhere; but there are parallels
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for its form in rpoo'1oq,an epithet of Apollo in his shrine on Hymettos,5 and &ci4*os,
applied to Zeus himself.6 Several other epithets and cult-titles, compounded with
various prepositions, express the penetrating, far-reaching and all-embracing vision
of Zeus; and if it is not epigraphically quite impossible I believe that-with a mark
of interrogation-one can add Exopsios to them.
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